How do employers attract the right workers? How important are posted wages vs. other job characteristics? Using data from the leading job board CareerBuilder.com, we show that most vacancies do not post wages, and, for those that do, job titles explain more than 90% of the wage variance. Job titles also explain more than 80% of the across-vacancies variance in the education and experience of applicants. Finally, failing to control for job titles leads to a spurious negative elasticity of labor supply. Thus, our results uncover the previously undocumented power of words in the job matching process.
Introduction
A blossoming research agenda in macroeconomics analyzes business cycle fluctuations and public policy through the lens of the matching function (Petrongolo & Pissarides, 2001) , which converts a given number of vacancies and unemployed workers into a resulting number of hires. This approach has been fruitful for improving our understanding of macro issues (Yashiv, 2007) . Yet, there is limited empirical evidence on the micro foundations of the matching function, even though theory shows that these foundations are important for aggregate outcomes including unemployment and efficiency (Rogerson et al., 2005) . Outstanding questions include the source of search frictions, the role of heterogeneity, and the strategies used by workers and firms during the matching process. Answering these questions requires opening the black box of the matching function.
Early empirical work on the matching process, e.g. by Barron et al. (1985 Barron et al. ( , 1987 , focused on its later stages, i.e. the screening and interviewing of applicants. This early work recognizes that workers are heterogeneous and that different firms may employ different strategies to find the best possible match. Of course, a firm's pool of applicants is not exogenous and can be influenced by the way in which the firm advertises its position, which raises the question of how employers advertise the nature of their jobs, and how workers react to these signals. The theoretical search and matching literature explores these questions extensively. In particular, directed search models assign a key role to posted wages as an instrument for firms to attract the right pool of applicants (see e.g. Moen, 1997; Shimer, 2005a; Eeckhout & Kircher, 2010 ).
Yet, empirical evidence about employers' search strategies is limited. Holzer et al. (1991) show that the wages that firms pay affect the number of applicants that they attract, but the data in Holzer et al. (1991) does not capture whether firms communicated wages to potential applicants. Recent evidence from employment websites indicates that, typically, only a small fraction of job ads specifies a wage (see e.g. Kuhn & Shen, 2012; Brencic, 2012; Brown & Matsa, 2014) . This raises the question of what other strategies firms use to attract applicants and how successful these strategies are.
In this paper, we answer this question by using a new data set from CareerBuilder.com, a leading online job board. CareerBuilder.com contains about a third of all US vacancies. Furthermore, the jobs and job seekers found on CareerBuilder.com are fairly representative of the US labor market. We use a data set of all the vacancies posted in Chicago and Washington, DC at the beginning of 2011. For each vacancy, we observe the information that firms provide in their job ads. We also have information on the pool of applicants that each job ad attracts, in particular the number of applicants and their education and work experience.
Using this data, we study how firms advertise their positions and how this affects the number and quality of applicants that they attract. We find that a job characteristic typically not considered in the economics literature plays a critical role. This piece of information is the job title of the vacant position as chosen by the employer, e.g. "senior accountant" or "network administrator". We demonstrate that the words in the job title communicate important information about a position, and that workers use them to direct their search. Even among the minority of vacancies that post a wage, job titles play a far more important role than wages in explaining the number and quality of applicants that a vacancy attracts. Thus, our results uncover the previously undocumented power of words in the search and matching process. We now describe our results in more detail.
First, we analyze employers' advertising behavior. We show that all job ads specify a job title, which is prominently featured on CareerBuilder's website, while only a subset of the ads clearly specifies other characteristics a worker may care about, such as a wage (20%). A natural interpretation of this fact is that listing these other characteristics would provide little information in addition to the job title. To support this interpretation, we show that even when firms post wages, job titles explain more than 90% of the wage variance. By contrast, six-digit SOC codes, the most detailed occupational classification commonly used by economists, can only explain a third of the wage variance. Thus, employers advertise their jobs using the power of words embodied in the job title.
Second, we show that job titles play an important role in aiding workers' search decisions. Indeed, job titles explain more than 80% of the across-vacancies variation in the average education and experience of applicants. This shows that workers use job titles to direct their search. If a job ad specifies a wage, workers use this information as well. Everything else equal, a higher wage increases the number of applicants as well as their education and experience levels. Strikingly, when job titles are not controlled for, higher-wage vacancies attract significantly fewer applicants. This negative relationship between wages and the number of applicants is counterintuitive because it implies a negative elasticity of labor supply. Yet, this negative relationship holds even when controlling for detailed occupations (SOC). It is only when we control for job titles that we find that a 10% increase in wages is associated with a 7% increase in the number applicants. Job titles are thus crucial to explain the education and experience levels of applicants, and it is necessary to control for job titles to recover a positive elasticity of applications with respect to the posted wage.
Third, we analyze the reasons why job titles explain posted wages so much better than existing occupational classifications (SOC codes). One might think that the larger explanatory power of job titles is mechanical, because there are many more job titles than SOC codes (several thousands vs. 840). However, job titles do contain important information that is not captured by SOC. Indeed, the adjusted R-squared in regressions with job titles is almost as high as the R-squared, showing that job titles have explanatory power above and beyond just adding further degrees of freedom. We show that, relative to the detailed SOC occupations, job titles better reflect the hierarchy, level of experience, and specialization of different jobs. For example, job titles separate accountants into "staff accountants," "senior accountants," and "directors of accounting", with the last two earning more than the first. Likewise, job titles separate sales representatives into lower-wage "inside sales" and higher-wage "outside sales," and information technology administrators are divided between lower-wage "network administrators" and higher-wage "systems administrators." Thus, words in the job title are powerful predictors of the posted wage.
Our overarching conclusion is that words in job titles play a fundamental role in the initial stages of the search and matching process and are key to understanding labor market outcomes. We make three main contributions to the literature. Our first contribution is to document the role of job titles in employer search. Our second contribution is to verify many of the predictions of directed search models, and to show how specifically workers direct their search. Finally, our third contribution is to demonstrate the power of words in explaining the variance in posted wages.
First, although job titles have been used to analyze career paths and promotions within firms (see e.g. Lazear, 1992), we are -to the best of our knowledge -the first to analyze their role in the search and matching process. By showing that firms advertise jobs primarily through job titles rather than wages, we add to two areas of research: the employer search literature analyzing firms' strategies for finding the right match (Barron et al., 1985 (Barron et al., , 1987 as well as the emerging empirical literature on online job search (see e.g. Kuhn & Shen, 2012; Brencic & Norris, 2012; Pallais, 2012; Faberman & Kudlyak, 2014; Marinescu, 2014; Gee, 2014) .
Second, our finding that job titles and (if present) posted wages explain the number and type of applicants that a firm attracts validates directed search models as realistic models of the labor market. Indeed, in directed search models, employers compete for workers by posting job characteristics, and workers direct their search to their preferred jobs. Thanks to the competition among employers, directed search models typically lead to efficient outcomes (see Rogerson et al. (2005) for a review of the literature). In the basic directed search model, a firm that posts a higher wage attracts more applicants (see e.g. Moen, 1997) , while in a setting with heterogeneous workers, higher wages may also attract better applicants (see e.g. Shi, 2001 ). Prior literature did not find strong evidence of this expected positive relationship between wages and the number of applicants (Holzer et al., 1991; Faberman & Menzio, 2010; Bó et al., 2012) .
In contrast, we find a positive relationship, but only within a job title. Therefore, controlling for job titles is crucial in validating the prediction of directed search models that higher wages attract more applicants. We also document a positive relationship between wages and the quality of the applicant pool, consistent with evidence from the public sector in Mexico (Bó et al., 2012) . Even when we include the majority of jobs that do not post wages, we find that job titles explain more than 80% of the variation in the quality of applicants that a vacancy attracts. This shows that wages are not necessary for workers to direct their search, as illustrated by e.g. the theoretical model of Menzio (2007) . Thus, job titles play a key role in explaining how workers direct their search as well as the role of wages in directed search. 1 Third, we add to the literature on the causes and consequences of the wage variance. On the empirical side, the literature that decomposes the wage variance (e.g. Abowd et al., 1999; Woodcock, 2007; Abowd et al., 2002; Andrews et al., 2008; Iranzo et al., 2008; Woodcock, 2008) focuses on realized wages. It finds that unobserved characteristics captured by worker and firm fixed effects together explain most of the variance in realized wages (see e.g. Table 4 in Woodcock, 2007) . We show that job titles explain as much of the variance in posted wages as worker and firm fixed effects explain in realized wages. This suggests that observable job characteristics play an important role in explaining the wage variance. On the theoretical side, a recent paper (Hornstein et al., 2011) argues that a large residual wage variance is inconsistent with basic search models (i.e. without on-the-job search). We show that the wage variance is strongly overestimated if one does not control for job titles. Posted wages, while having the same cross-sectional variance as realized wages in the Current Population Survey, are almost fully determined by job titles. This result suggests that job seekers face limited wage dispersion for given job characteristics and can help explain why unemployed job seekers accept the majority of job offers (Krueger & Mueller, 2014; Wolthoff, 2015) .
Our results have broader theoretical and empirical implications. On the theoretical side, our findings speak to the importance of heterogeneity as captured by job titles for understanding the labor market: heterogeneity may be an important source of frictions that the standard matching function does not explicitly model. If workers and firms are very different, it becomes important to find just the right match, and this can explain that it takes time and effort to locate the right trading partner. Some theoretical models have explored the role of heterogeneity in workers and firms: examples of search models with two-sided heterogeneity include Shimer & Smith (2000) , Shimer (2005a) and Eeckhout & Kircher (2010) . In a related working paper (Marinescu & Wolthoff, 2012) , we present an equilibrium search model with two-dimensional heterogeneity that rationalizes some of the stylized facts of this paper. Overall, our results suggest that incorporating heterogeneity in both workers and jobs is a fruitful avenue for search-theoretical research on macroeconomic issues.
On the empirical side, we introduce a new occupational classification which is based on employers' own description of their jobs rather than researchers' interpretation. We show that this new classification improves in important ways on existing occupation classifications (SOC) and has important implications for how we understand labor markets. We expect that this classification will prove to be a useful research tool in a wide variety of contexts. For example, it may help to shed more light on the gender and race wage gap (Blau, 1977; Groshen, 1991; Blau & Kahn, 2000) , inter-industry wage differentials (Dickens & Katz, 1986; Krueger & Summers, 1986 , 1988 Murphy & Topel, 1987; Gibbons & Katz, 1992) , the specificity of human capital (Poletaev & Robinson, 2008; Kambourov & Manovskii, 2009) , and occupational mobility and worker sorting (Groes et al., 2015) . This paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 describes the job board and the data set. We analyze the job ads that firms post in section 3 and the applicant pool that a job ad attracts in section 4. Section 5 provides robustness checks and discussion, after which section 6 concludes.
Data
Background. We use proprietary data provided by CareerBuilder.com, which is the largest online job board in the United States, visited by approximately 11 million unique job seekers during January 2011. 2 While job seekers can use the site for free, CareerBuilder charges firms several hundred dollars to post a job ad on the website for one position for one month. A firm that wishes to keep the ad online for another month is subject to the same fee, while a firm that wishes to advertise multiple positions needs to pay for each position separately, although small quantity discounts are available (see CareerBuilder, 2013) . At each moment in time, the CareerBuilder website contains over 1 million jobs.
Search Process. A firm posting a job is asked to provide various pieces of information. First, it needs to specify a job title, e.g. "senior accountant," which will appear at the top of the job posting as well as in the search results. CareerBuilder encourages the firm to use simple, recognizable job titles and avoid abbreviations, but firms are free to choose any job title they desire. Further, the firm provides the full text of the job ad, a job category and industry, and the geographical location of the position. Finally, the firm can specify education and experience requirements as well as the salary that it is willing to pay.
A job seeker who visits CareerBuilder.com sees a web form which allows him to specify some keywords (typically the job title), a location, and a category (broad type of job selected from a drop-down menu). After providing this information 3 , the job seeker is presented a list of vacancies matching his query, organized into 25 results per page. For the jobs that appear in the list, the job seeker can see the job title, salary, location, and the name of the firm. To get more details about a job, the worker must click on the job snippet in the list, which brings him to a page with the full text of the job ad as well as a "job snapshot" summarizing the job's key characteristics. At the top and bottom of each job ad, a large "Apply Now" button is present, which brings the worker to a page where he can send his resume and his cover letter to the employer. Variables. The CareerBuilder data is an attractive source of information compared to existing data sets, in particular due to the large number of variables that it includes. For each vacancy, we observe the following job characteristics: the job title, the salary (if specified), whether the salary is hourly or annual, the education level required for the position, the experience level required for the position, an occupation code, and the number of days the vacancy has been posted. The occupation code is the detailed, six-digit O*NET-SOC (Standard Occupational Classification) code. 4 CareerBuilder assigns this code based on the full content of the job ad using O*NET-SOC AutoCoder, the publicly available tool endorsed by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. 5 This procedure is consistent with the approach of commonly used labor market surveys, such as the Current Population Survey (CPS). 6 We further observe the following firm characteristics: the name of the firm, an industry code, and the total number of employees in the firm. CareerBuilder uses external data sets, such as Dun & Bradstreet, to match the twodigit NAICS (North American Industry Classification System) industry code and the number of employees of the firm to the data.
In addition to these characteristics, we also observe several outcome variables for each vacancy. Our first outcome variable, the number of views, represents the number of times that a job appeared in a listing after a search. The second outcome variable, the number of clicks, is the number of times that a job seeker clicked on the snippet to see the entire job ad. Finally, we observe the number of applications to each job, where an application is defined as a person clicking on the "Apply Now" button in the job ad.
From these numbers, we construct two new variables that reflect applicant behavior: the number of applications per 100 views, and the number of clicks per 100 views. These measures correct for heterogeneity in the number of times a job appears in a listing, allowing us to analyze applicants' choices among known options.
For a random subset of the vacancies of January and March 2011, we also observe some applicant characteristics. Specifically, we observe the number of applicants broken down by education level (if at least an associate degree) and by general work experience (in bins of 5 years). We will use these job seeker characteristics as proxies for worker productivity to analyze the quality of the applicant pool that a firm attracts.
Cleaning. We express all salaries in yearly amounts, assuming a full-time work schedule.
When a salary range is provided, we use the middle of the interval for most of the analysis, but we perform robustness checks in section 5. To reduce the impact of outliers and errors, we clean the wage data by removing the bottom and top 0.5% of the salaries.
Because job titles are free-form, many unique ones exist and the frequency distribution is highly skewed to the right. To improve consistency, we cleaned the data. Most importantly, we formatted every title in lower case and removed any punctuation signs, employer names, or job locations. In most of our analysis, we restrict attention to the first four words of a job title. As we will discuss, because this assumption has minimal impact on the number of unique job titles in our sample, our results are not sensitive to it.
Representativeness. Some background work (data not shown) was done to compare the job vacancies on CareerBuilder.com with data on job vacancies in the representative JOLTS (Job Openings and Labor Turnover Survey). The number of vacancies on CareerBuilder.com represents 35% of the total number of vacancies in the US in January 2011 as counted in JOLTS. Compared to the distribution of vacancies across industries in JOLTS, some industries are overrepresented in the CareerBuilder data, in particular information technology; finance and insurance; and real estate, rental, and leasing. The most underrepresented industries are state and local government, accommodation and food services, other services, and construction.
While CareerBuilder data is not representative by industry, in most other respects it is representative of the US labor market, as documented by Marinescu & Rathelot (2014) . Using a representative sample of vacancies and job seekers from CareerBuilder.com in 2012, they show that the distribution of vacancies across occupations is essentially identical (correlation of 0.95) to the distribution of vacancies across all jobs on the Internet as captured by the Help Wanted Online data. Furthermore, the distribution of unemployed job seekers on CareerBuilder.com across occupations is similar to that of the nationally representative Current Population Survey (correlation of more than 0.7). Hence, the vacancies and job seekers on CareerBuilder.com are broadly representative of the US economy as a whole, and they form a substantial fraction of the market.
Descriptive Statistics. Table 1 shows the summary statistics for our sample. The full sample consists of more than 60,000 job openings by 4,797 different firms. On average, each job was online for 16 days, during which it was viewed as a part of a search result 6,084 times, received 281 clicks, and garnered 59 applications. Per 100 views, the average job receives almost six clicks and approximately one application. 7 Only a minority of job ads include an explicit experience requirement (0.3%) or an explicit education requirement (42%). When specified, these requirements appear in the "job snapshot" box at the end of the full job ad, but they do not appear in the job snippet that job seekers first see in the search results. Therefore, employers may choose not to fill in education and experience requirements if they feel that the overall job description is sufficiently informative.
We observe a posted wage for approximately 20% of the jobs. When present, the wage does appear in the job snippet as part of the search results. The average posted yearly salary is just over $57,000, and we will show in more detail below that posted wages on the website have the same distribution as the wages of full-time workers in the Current Population Survey. In the smaller sample with posted wages, there are 1,369 unique firms. Finally, we observe the average applicant quality for approximately 2,300 positions. The average applicant has between 16 and 17 years of education (conditional on holding at least an associate degree) and just over 7 Keep in mind that the average of ratios does not necessarily need to equal the ratio of averages.
13 years of work experience.
Job Ads
We start our empirical analysis by studying firms' decisions regarding the job ads that they post. We provide evidence that job titles are the key way in which firms communicate the characteristics of their vacancies (including the wage).
Job Titles
All job ads in our sample specify a job title. This job title is prominently featured on the employment website and is the main piece of information that workers use to search the CareerBuilder database. This suggests that job titles play a key role in the search and matching process. Since an analysis of job titles is-to the best of our knowledge-novel in the literature, we start by providing some descriptives.
The full sample of more than 60,000 job openings contains 22,009 unique job titles. Truncation to the first four words marginally reduces this number to 20,447. In the subsample of jobs with posted wages, the corresponding numbers are 4,669 and 4,553, respectively. In Table  2 , we list the ten most common job titles (after truncation), both for the full sample and for the subsample of jobs that post wages. Note that the most common job titles are typically at most three words long. We also show the most common job titles if we truncate the job title to the first two words or the first word. Figure 1 provides a more comprehensive overview of frequent job titles in the form of a word cloud, in which the size of a job title depends on its frequency.
Inspection of the table and the figures reveals that job titles often describe occupations, e.g. "administrative assistant," "customer service representative," or "senior accountant." This raises the question of how job titles compare to other definitions of occupations, in particular the occupational classification (SOC) of the Bureau of Labor Statistics. Since our data includes SOC codes, we can explicitly make this comparison. Perhaps the most obvious difference between job titles and SOC codes concerns their variety: in our full sample, the number of unique job titles is more than 25 times the number of unique SOC codes. 8 In other words, job titles provide a finer classification. For example, they distinguish between "inside sales representative" and "outside sales representative," between "executive assistant" and "administrative assistant," and between "senior accountant" and "staff accoutant"-while each of the two jobs in these pairs would have the same SOC code. While some of the larger variety in job titles might be due to noise in employers' word choice, we will show in the following sections that distinctions between job titles are economically significant.
Wages
While all job ads contain a job title, only 20% of vacancies in our sample post a wage. We interpret this as a sign that a job title provides sufficiently precise information on compensation such that, in equilibrium, firms consider it unnecessary to also post a wage. 9 To provide evidence for this idea, we first analyze firms' decision to post a wage or not, and then firms' decision of how much to offer, conditional on posting a wage.
Wage Posting
Table 3 displays our results regarding whether firms post a wage or not. Using a linear probability model, we find that both job titles (column I) and firm fixed effects (column II) have high explanatory power for the decision to post a wage: they each explain around 70% of the variance in wage-posting behavior. Including both simultaneously essentially explains all of the variation in job posting behavior (the R 2 is 0.93 in column III), while including additional job characteristics does not substantially improve the model fit (column IV). Finally, in column V, the left-hand side variable is the firm fixed effect estimated in column I. We find that job titles explain most of the firm fixed effects. That is, the types of jobs that firms advertise, as embodied in the job titles in their ads, account for systematic differences in wage-posting behavior across firms.
Wage Variance
To determine which observable characteristics are most important in explaining posted wages, we regress log wages on various sets of controls. The results of this exercise are presented in Table 4 . Following most of the literature on realized wages, we start by regressing the posted wages on firm fixed effects. This explains about 50% of the variance (column I). As we demonstrate in column II, job titles do a better job: fixed effects for (the first four words of) the job titles explain more than 90% of the wage variance. This result is not due to the fact that there are many unique job titles. To demonstrate this, we consider two measures of fit, the adjusted R 2 and the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), which, unlike R 2 , account for the number of controls. As table 4 shows, both measures favor the specification with job title fixed effects over the one with firm fixed effects. We also perform a permutation test in which we re-estimate the specification with job title fixed effects (column II) 1000 times with randomly re-assigned wages. The average adjusted R 2 is 0 in this case, confirming that our results are not simply the result of the large number of job titles. 10 Specifications that include both firm and job title fixed effects as well as other job characteristics can explain nearly all of the variation in posted wages (column III and IV). Hence, firm fixed effects explain most of the wage variance that remains after controlling for job titles, implying that within job title variation in posted wages can largely be explained by firm fixed effects. However, since job titles already explain 90%, the additional explanatory power compared to job titles alone is relatively small. This suggests that job titles are the most important determinant of differences in posted wages across vacancies, and that job titles might explain the differences in posted wages across firms as well. To test this latter hypothesis directly, we regress the firm fixed effects estimated in column I on job title fixed effects. We find that job titles can explain about 90% of the variance in firm fixed effects (column V). Hence, we conclude that most of the systematic differences in posted wages across firms can be explained by firms posting jobs with different job titles.
One might wonder whether the fact that some firms post a wage range, rather than a single wage, affects this conclusion. This is not the case. First, as we show in section 5, our results are robust to alternative ways of dealing with wage ranges. Second, a natural interpretation of wage ranges is that firms plan to condition the wage that they eventually pay on the type of the worker that they hire. This means that the range does not actually contribute to the wage dispersion that workers of a particular type face. 11 Another way of assessing the degree of wage variance within a job title is to consider the mean-min ratio, introduced by Hornstein et al. (2011) . They show that calibration of basic search models to the US labor market implies a gap between the mean and the lowest wage in the labor market of at most 5%, corresponding to a mean-min ratio of less than 1.05. If the degree of wage dispersion were larger, the model would imply that workers should not accept a new job as quickly as is observed in the data, but should search longer to find a higher-paying job.
In the working paper version, Hornstein et al. (2007) demonstrate that the mean-min ratio in the US Census typically exceeds 2. However, since they calculate the mean-min ratio within SOC codes, our results suggest that they are overestimating the degree of frictional wage dispersion. We show in appendix B that the the mean-min ratio within a job title is much smaller than within an SOC. Indeed, it can be as low as 1.22, which means that controlling for job titles resolves more than 90% of the original discrepancy between the predictions of the calibrated model and the data. Hence, our results indicate that job seekers accept jobs relatively quickly because the degree of wage dispersion within a job title is limited. That is, as long as job seekers are aiming for a specific job title, they cannot realistically hope to find a job with well above-average pay.
Overall, our results on the determinants of posted wages as well as wage-posting behavior imply that knowing the job title is enough to determine the level of the offered wage and whether the wage will be explicitly posted. Job titles are so informative that firms may not need to post the wage for a position. Job seekers familiar with an industry should be able to infer the wage from the job title.
Comparison with CPS
Our conclusion that there is little residual wage variation is at odds with much of the literature, which attributes an important role to frictional wage dispersion and/or worker and firm fixed effects. However, we analyze posted (i.e., offered) wages rather than realized (i.e., accepted) wages. We now study the extent to which this difference in posted vs. realized wages explains our results. To do so, we exploit a commonly used data set with realized wages, the CPS.
Wage Distribution. To compare posted wages on CareerBuilder.com to earned wages in the labor market, we use data from the basic monthly CPS from January and February 2011. We restrict the CPS data to employed individuals in the Chicago and Washington, DC MSAs, such that the sample covers approximately the same time frame and geographic area as the CareerBuilder data.
The results of the comparison between the two data sets are displayed in Figure 2 . The upper panel shows that the posted wage distribution is more compressed than the realized wage distribution. However, the CareerBuilder data does not properly distinguish full-time from part-time jobs: in particular, hourly wages are converted to full-time equivalent. Furthermore, CareerBuilder data does not account for sporadic patterns of employment that could occur for some workers in the CPS. Therefore, posted wages mostly capture full-time work. Another differ-ence between the CPS and CareerBuilder.com is that CPS earnings are top-coded. To make the two data sets more comparable, we restrict the CPS data to workers who work full-time and whose earnings are not top-coded, and the CareerBuilder data to earnings levels that are not top-coded in the CPS. With these restrictions, the distribution of realized wages in the CPS and the distribution of posted wages in CareerBuilder are almost identical (Figure 2, lower panel) . Therefore, we conclude that the distribution of posted wages on CareerBuilder.com is very close to the distribution of realized wages in the CPS for full-time workers. 12 Effect of Occupations. To further compare the CareerBuilder data to the CPS, we investigate the effect of occupational controls in both data sets. Although we do not observe job titles in the CPS, we can control for occupations via the SOC codes. Table 5 presents three wage regressions for the CPS with increasingly finer occupation controls. We use the CPS weights for the outgoing rotation group. In column I, we regress log weekly earnings on the most aggregated classification (major occupations), distinguishing 11 different occupations. This explains approximately 15% of the variation in the wages. Column II and III show the specifications with 23 minor and 523 detailed occupations 13 , respectively. This increases the (adjusted) R 2 . The most detailed occupational classification available in the CPS explains slightly over a third of the wage variance (column III), leaving about two thirds of the wage variance unexplained.
Having shown that SOC codes can explain about a third of the variance in wages in the CPS, we now analyze to what degree SOC codes can explain the variance in posted wages. In columns IV, V, and VI, we use the CareerBuilder sample and run the same specifications as in columns I, II, and III. The results in terms of the explained wage variation are strikingly similar to the CPS sample: major occupations explain about 15% of the variance in posted wages and detailed occupations explain slightly over a third of the variance. This similarity between the explanatory power of occupations when using the CPS and the CareerBuilder data sets supports the idea that occupations are equally important in explaining realized wages and posted wages.
While the most detailed SOC codes available in the CPS distinguish between 523 occupations, the CareerBuilder data includes a much more detailed measure of occupations: job titles. As we have shown, job titles can explain more than 90% of the variance in posted wages (column VII). Since the explanatory power of occupations is essentially the same in the CPS 12 Of course, the two distributions do not need to coincide. It is straightforward to specify a search model where realized wages first-order stochastically dominate posted wages. The goal here is merely to show that posted wages at CareerBuilder are similar to wages in the labor market as a whole. 13 The CareerBuilder data uses the SOC 2000 classification while CPS uses Census occupational codes based on SOC 2010. To address this difference in classification, we converted SOC 2000 to SOC 2010 and then to Census codes. Because SOC 2010 is more detailed than the SOC 2000, a small number of Census codes had to be slightly aggregated. In Table 5 , the same occupational classifications are used for both CareerBuilder and CPS data.
and CareerBuilder samples, it is possible that job titles, were they available in the CPS, would explain most of the variance in realized wages. This is an exciting area for future research.
Word Analysis
To better understand the explanatory power of job titles, in this section we estimate an additional specification for the wage variance as well as for the wage-posting decision. In this exercise, we take the residuals of each dependent variable, after controlling for detailed SOC codes, and we regress them on a set of dummy variables for each word appearing in the job title. Compared to job title fixed effects, this specification is restrictive because it ignores the order and combinations in which words appear in a job title. It assumes, for example, that the word "assistant" has the same effect every time it appears. 14 Yet, this specification allows us to determine which words are most important. Because the analysis of wage determinants is more familiar, we start with examining which words are associated with higher wages. We then move on to analyze which words are associated with a higher probability of posting a wage.
Wage Variance
The results of the regression of the wage residuals on the word dummies are presented in column II of Table 6 . Not surprisingly, this specification explains a smaller share of the wage variation than the specification with job title fixed effects (column I). That said, it still explains about half of the within-SOC variance in posted wages.
Next we explore which words are most important in explaining wages. In Table 7 , we list words that appear at least 100 times and are significant at least at the 5% level in the specification from column II in Table 6 . We checked the job titles in which these words appear and classified the words into three categories. The first column includes words that signal the expected experience level of the holder of the job title. Within an SOC code, job titles that include the words "manager" or "senior" have higher than average posted wages, whereas wages are lower than average for titles that include the words "specialist" or "junior". For instance, within the SOC code 13-2011 ("Accountants and Auditors"), accounting managers and senior accountants earn more than accounting specialists and junior accountants. In the second column are words that denote specialties or skills. For example, within the SOC code 41-3099 ("Sales Representatives, Services, All Other") or 41-4012 ("Sales Representatives, Wholesale and Manufacturing, Except Technical and Scientific Products"), inside sales jobs, which require employees to contact customers by phone, pay less than outside sales jobs, where employees must travel and meet face-to-face with customers. 15 Finally, the third column is similar to the second column, but focuses on computer skills and specialties. For example, within SOC code 15-1071 ("Network and Computer Systems Administrators"), network administrators earn less than systems administrators.
Taken together, the frequent words listed Table 7 explain about 20% of the wage residuals after accounting for SOC (Table 6 , column III). Therefore, at least 20% of the within-SOC wage variance is due to differences in seniority as well as in skills and specialties. When we regress the wage residuals on the frequent words that denote seniority from the first column of Table 7 , we find that these words alone explain about 14% of the within-SOC variance in posted wages (Table 6 , column IV). Overall, we find that an important reason why job titles explain wages better than SOC codes is their ability to reflect differences across jobs in management/seniority and skills/specialties. Figure 3 provides a more complete overview of the words that are associated with either higher or lower wages. The size of the words depends on their frequency, while the intensity of the color represents the magnitude of their effect. We can classify the words in this figure roughly the same way was the frequent words from table 7. For example, "president" and "intern" indicate very different levels of seniority and have opposing effects on the wage, just as one would expect. "Scientist" and "retail" are examples of skills/specialties leading to a higher and a lower wage, respectively. Finally, in terms of computer skills, the word "linux" is associated with higher wages, while the generic term "computer" leads to lower wages.
Wage Posting
The words that significantly increase or decrease the probability that a job ad contains a wage are displayed in Figure 4 . Unlike the figure for the wage level, this figure does not show a clear pattern. In particular, both "high-wage" words and "low-wage" words (from Figure 3) can predict a higher probability of posting a wage. For example, if we consider words indicating seniority, then both "manager" (higher wage) and "junior" (lower wage) increase the probability that a wage is present in the ad, while "chief" (higher wage) and "representative" (lower wage) decrease this probability. If we consider words indicating specialization, then both "web" (higher wage) and "retail" (lower wage) increase the probability of posting a wage, while both 15 The most frequent word among those that are associated with higher wages in the second column is "-". This is not a typo; this character typically separates the main job title from additional details about the job. These additional details were deemed important enough for the firm to specify them in the job title. Presumably, all other things equal, a more specialized job comes with a higher pay. Some examples of the use of "-" are: "web developer -c# developer -net developer -vb net developer" or "web developer -ruby developer -php developer -ror pearl java". "-" (higher wage) and "associate" (lower wage) decrease the probability of posting a wage.
Hence, the result of Brencic (2012) that jobs with higher skill requirements are less likely to post wages does not hold within SOC codes in our data set. This suggests that such an effect, if present, operates across SOC codes. Indeed, if we regress the wage-posting dummy on educational requirements alone, we find that jobs that require a high school degree are significantly more likely to post a wage than jobs requiring a college degree.
In summary, our results indicate that job titles capture a large amount of job heterogeneity ignored by detailed SOC codes. In particular, job titles reflect heterogeneity in seniority as well as in skills and specialization that SOC codes do not. Our word analysis also illustrates that free-form Internet text data has the power to deepen our understanding of job heterogeneity in the labor market. While text analysis has been used in other areas of economics, in particular news analysis (e.g. Gentzkow & Shapiro, 2010) , we show a promising new use of such text analysis for the study of labor markets.
Applicants
After analyzing job ads, we now turn to workers' application behavior. In particular, we analyze which job characteristics affect the number and the average quality of the applicants that a vacancy attracts. We again find that job titles play a fundamental role.
Number of Applicants
We start with examining the relationship between log wages and the number of applications per 100 views 16 . The results of this exercise are presented in table 8.
Without controls, we find that there is a significant negative association between the wage and the number of applicants a vacancy gets: a 10% increase in the wage is associated with a 6.3% decline in applications per view (column I). 17 Adding controls such as job characteristics as well as detailed occupation fixed effects (column II) and firm fixed effects (column III) increases the R 2 , but it does not change the negative relationship between wages and the number of applicants. The coefficient on the wage and its significance remain essentially unchanged as more controls are added, indicating a 5.8% decline in the number of applications in response to a 10% increase in the wage offer. 16 We use the number of applications per 100 job views to correct for heterogeneity in the number of views across jobs. An alternative choice for the outcome variable is simply the logarithm of the number of applicants for each job. We find that our key results from Table 8 are qualitatively unaffected by this alternative outcome definition.
17 A 10% increase in the wage decreases the number of applications per 100 views by 0.770 log (1.1) = 0.073, which is a 6.3% decline compared to the sample average of 1.168.
Since job titles turned out to be important in explaining the wages that firms post, it is reasonable to expect that they also play a role in workers' application decisions. Therefore, in columns IV and V, we repeat the specifications of columns II and III, respectively, while replacing the SOC code fixed effects with job title fixed effects. This allows us to estimate the relationship between wages and the number of applicants among even more homogeneous groups of jobs.
Controlling for job title fixed effects instead of SOC codes fundamentally changes the results. In particular, it reverses the negative relationship between wages and the number of applications seen in columns I, II, and III. The coefficient on the wage is now positive and significant. That is, within job title, higher wages are associated with more applicants, as one would expect on the basis of economic theory. When we include firm fixed effects to absorb even more firmside heterogeneity (column V), the same pattern emerges, although both the coefficient and the standard error increase somewhat. The point estimate implies that a 10% increase in the wage is associated with a 7.4% increase in the number of applicants per 100 views.
Comparison and Interpretation. The adjusted R 2 and the AIC strongly favor the specifications with job titles. This suggests that the negative relationship between wages and applications found when using SOC codes is spurious. In other words, jobs with the same SOC can still differ considerably in their characteristics. These differences directly affect both the wage and the number of applicants, rendering estimates obtained without controlling for job title heterogeneity inconsistent. Admitteldy, job titles do not capture all heterogeneity. Yet, the fact that they reverse the sign on the wage coefficient indicates that they capture a crucial component of heterogeneity, and that they are important for understanding the relationship between wages and applicant behavior.
The fact that a positive relationship between wages and applications arises after controlling for relevant heterogeneity has another important implication. It suggests that workers are able to target their applications to jobs that are better matches. Perhaps this is not surprising given the design of CareerBuilder.com, which makes it easy for job seekers to quickly compare a large number of vacancies. Nevertheless, this result is important because it validates models of directed search (e.g., Moen, 1997; Shimer, 1996) as realistic models of labor market search, relative to canonical random search models (e.g., Pissarides, 1985; Mortensen & Pissarides, 1994) . While these models have strikingly different implications for labor market outcomes, empirical evidence on either side of the debate is scant. The limited evidence that exists presents a mixed or a negative association between wages and applications (see Holzer et al., 1991; Faberman & Menzio, 2010) . As these studies use specifications with controls for occupations and/or sectors but not for job titles, our analysis suggests that omitted variable bias might be driving their results.
Quality of Applicants
To examine the quality of the applicants that a vacancy attracts, we use two different measures of the quality of an applicant pool: i) the average level of work experience among applicants, and ii) the average education level among applicants, expressed in years of education.
Average Experience. Table 9 displays the results for the average experience level. We find that, across all jobs, job titles explain most of the variance in the average experience level of applicants (column I): the R 2 is 0.95. Among jobs with a posted wage, job titles also explain most of the variance in the average experience level of applicants across jobs (column II). While wages also explain variation in the average experience level of applicants, they have much lower explanatory power than job titles (compare the R 2 in column II vs. column III). Adding the wage on top of job titles barely improves the model fit (compare the R 2 in column II vs. column IV). The specification in column IV, which has the highest explanatory power of all our specifications, indicates that a 10% increase in the wage is associated with an increase in the experience of the average applicant by 0.12 years, or roughly 1%. While higher wages do attract more experienced applicants within a job title, job titles alone account for most of the variation in applicant experience across jobs.
Average Education. In table 10, we focus on the education level of the average applicant.
The results are very similar to what we found when explaining the experience of the average applicant. That is, job titles explain most of the variation in the average level of education of applicants across jobs (column I and II). Wages add little explanatory power once we control for job titles (compare columns III and IV), even though higher wages do attract more educated applicants within a job title (column IV).
Interpretation. Job titles explain most of the variation in the experience and education levels of applicants across jobs. Our results suggest that more educated and more experienced workers do not, for the most part, earn higher wages for doing the same job better. Instead, higher levels of education and experience allow workers to access job titles with higher pay. The sorting of workers into different job titles is likely to play an important role in explaining the impact of education and experience on wages.
While the data limitations and the small magnitude of the effects necessitate caution, the fact that wages are associated with significantly better applicants in each specification suggests a real effect. This result gives further credence to the idea that search in this market is directed rather than random. That is, low-skill and high-skill workers sort themselves into low-wage and high-wage jobs, respectively.
Word Analysis 4.3.1 Number of Applicants
We now discuss words that are associated with a larger or smaller number of applicants per view within SOC code ( Figure 5 ). Many of the words that predict a greater number of applicants per view are also words that predict lower wages (compare with Figure 3 ). These include words denoting lower seniority and experience, such as "assistant", "support", "specialist", "coordinator", "entry", and "junior". As for words denoting specialities, we can see, for example, that lower-wage inside sales jobs receive more applications than the average job in the same SOC.
Conversely, many of the words that predict a lower number of applicants per view within SOC are words that also predict higher wages. The two word clouds are remarkably similar. Words that denote higher seniority and management positions such as "manager", "senior", and "director" are associated with a smaller number of applicants. Words that are associated with higher paying specialities or areas, such as "developer", "engineer", and "linux", have a lower number of applicants.
Overall, examining the words that predict wages and words that predict the number of applicants enlightens us on the negative relationship between wages and applicants within SOC. Within SOC, words in the job title associated with higher wages predict a lower number of applicants per view, and vice versa for words in the job title associated with lower wages. Substantively, jobs with higher seniority or managerial responsibilities tend to pay higher wages and attract fewer applicants. Similarly, specialties with higher pay tend to attract fewer applicants.
Quality of Applicants
We now turn to the quality of applicants and examine words that predict higher or lower education and experience within an SOC code. Because the sample size for this exercise is much smaller, we report the results in Table 11 rather than a word cloud.
Words that predict higher experience or higher education tend to be words that also predict higher wages, and vice versa for words that predict lower experience or education. For example, words that indicate higher seniority or management such as "manager" and "senior" are associated with higher experience, while words like "director" and "chief" are associated with both higher experience and higher education. Lower education and experience are associated with certain specialties. The example of "rn" (registered nurse) is interesting, as it is associated with both lower experience and lower education. This is explained by the fact that, within SOC 29-1111 ("Registered Nurses"), "rn" indicates a lower level job compared to job titles where "rn" does not appear, such as "nurse manager," "nurse clinician," and "director of nursing."
Overall, examining the behavior of applicants reveals that words in the job title are powerful predictors of the number and quality of applicants that a vacancy receives. Job titles not only explain firms' wage-posting behavior, but they also play a key role in directing workers' search.
Robustness and Discussion

Robustness and Further Results
We have shown that job titles explain most of the variance in posted wages. One reason for this large explanatory power may be that there are many unique job titles in the sample. However, restricting the sample to job titles that appear at least twice does not change the results (compare Table 4 to Table A.1 in the appendix). Thus, even when focusing on job titles that appear in at least two job postings, we find that job titles explain more than 90% of the variance in posted wages.
Our analysis of the wage variance has shown that job titles essentially determine posted wages. However, firms often post a wage range rather than a single wage, and we have focused so far on explaining the midpoint of this range. In Table A .2, we show that job titles are just as powerful in explaining the minimum of the range (column I) and the maximum of the range (column III). We also find, again, that SOC codes explain less than 40% of the variance in the minimum or the maximum offered wage (columns II and IV). Finally, we investigate the power of job titles in explaining how large the wage range is. We define the wage range as the maximum minus the minimum divided by the midpoint. We divide the range by the midpoint to adjust for the fact that higher wage jobs may also have larger absolute ranges. This range variable takes the value of zero when only one wage value is posted. Remarkably, we find that job titles have high explanatory power for wage ranges as well: they explain about 80% of the variance in the wage range. By contrast, SOC codes only explain about 20% of the variance in the wage range. We conclude that job titles explain most of the variance in the minimum, the midpoint and the maximum of the posted wage range, as well as in the size of the posted wage range.
We have shown that the first four words in the job title explain most of the variance in posted wages. How sensitive is the explanatory power of job titles to the number of words that are used? Table A .3 examines the explanatory power of the first n words of the job title for various values of n. The first word of the job title already has a great deal of explanatory power: first word fixed effects explain about 60% of the wage variance. Astonishingly, the first word of the job title has greater explanatory power than the most detailed occupational classification that can be used in the CPS (see Table 5 , column VI). Using the first three words of the job title significantly improves the explanatory power of the model, with an R 2 of 0.93. Using the first four words only slightly improves the explanatory power compared to using the first three words. Finally, using all words in the job title essentially does not add any explanatory power compared to using the first four words. These results show that the first four words of the job title convey almost all of the information that is relevant for posted wages, and justify our choice of using the first four words to define the job title.
We have analyzed the impact of wages on the number of applicants and have shown that this impact is only estimated to be positive when job titles are controlled for. However, omitted variable bias could contaminate the relationship between wages and the number of applications. Since we cannot control for the full text of the job ad, we may be missing information that is relevant for the worker's application decision. To assess whether this is the case, we turn to an examination of the impact of the wage on clicks per 100 views. Recall that when a job is listed as a snippet on the result page, only the posted wage, job title, firm, and DMA are listed. The applicant must click to see more details. Hence, we have all the variables that can drive the applicant's click decision, eliminating the scope for omitted variable bias. Table A .4 explores the relationship between wages and clicks per 100 views: the results are similar to those obtained when applications per 100 views is the dependent variable (Table 8) . When no controls are used (column I), we see a significant and negative association between the wage and clicks per 100 views. When controlling for basic job characteristics, firm fixed effects, and job title fixed effects, the coefficient on the wage becomes positive and highly significant (column V), implying that a 10% increase in the wage is associated with a 2.9% increase in clicks per 100 views. The fact that the qualitative results in Table 8 can be reproduced for clicks per view, an outcome whose determinants are fully known, improves our confidence in our basic results. A higher wage is generally associated with fewer clicks and fewer applications per view. It is only within job title that a higher wage results in more clicks and more applications per view. Finding a reversal in the relationship between wages and clicks when controlling for job titles provides further credibility to our results for the number of applications, and confirms the important role of job titles in understanding applicant decisions.
Discussion
Directed Search. Labor market frictions are important to understand economic phenomena like unemployment or the distribution of wages (Rogerson et al., 2005) . In the search and matching literature, such frictions are explicitly modelled. There are two main ways of modeling meetings between workers and firms: random search and directed search. Typically, random search leads to inefficient outcomes with unemployment being inefficiently low or high, while directed search leads to efficient outcomes. The key reason why directed search is more efficient than random search is that directed search allows for greater competition between employers. In directed search models (also called competitive search), workers can observe job characteristics and direct their applications to a specific subset of jobs. Therefore, employers have an incentive to compete on characteristics in order to attract workers. By contrast, in random search models, workers and firms meet randomly, and sequentially. Thus, parties to a bilateral worker-firm meeting have some monopoly power because going to another meeting is costly. If the random search model is coupled with bargaining over wages, then the outcome of the model is inefficient unless the workers' bargaining power satisfies the Hosios (1990) condition. By contrast, in directed search models, competition typically leads to the efficient outcome.
Nowadays, the overwhelming majority of vacancies are posted on the Internet (Barnichon, 2010) . Furthermore, Internet job search is associated with higher job finding rates than offline job search (Kuhn & Mansour, 2014) . The informational structure of job boards (including CareerBuilder) is such that directed search is the more realistic assumption. Indeed, workers are able to (i) observe the characteristics of a number of jobs 18 and (ii) decide which jobs to apply to based on these characteristics. Therefore, there is clearly competition between employers. However, this does not tell us exactly how directed search works in this environment, and the theoretical literature has developed several types of directed search models.
In the most stylized version of directed search, workers and firms are homogeneous. Firms post wages and workers direct their applications based on observed wages (see e.g. Moen, 1997) . Such a model predicts that higher wage jobs should attract more applications: firms are willing to pay higher wages because they can fill their vacancies faster thanks to the higher number of applicants. 19 This prediction that higher wage jobs attract more applicants is verified in our data, but only within job title. This suggests that it is only within job title that workers and jobs are homogeneous enough to satisfy the prediction of the model. Conversely, this implies that there is much job and worker heterogeneity across job titles, even within a given SOC.
Directed search models can be extended to capture such job and worker heterogeneity (see e.g. Shi, 2001; Shimer, 2005a; Eeckhout & Kircher, 2010) . In these models, firms use wages to induce the efficient sorting of different types of workers across jobs. 20 If firms cannot communicate job characteristics and workers must search randomly (see e.g. Shimer & Smith, 2000) , then sorting will typically not be perfect and inefficiencies will arise (see related literature discussion in Shimer, 2005a) . In our data, workers observe job characteristics before applying, and we find evidence of sorting on wages. Specifically, we find that higher wage jobs attract better applicants (higher education and more experience) both across and within a job title.
Importantly, directed search models do not necessitate posting the wage. Indeed, the crucial ingredient of directed search is the presence of information about jobs that allows for competition between firms to attract workers. In the theoretical literature, there are at least two examples of directed search models that do not have posted wages yet still yield efficient outcomes. Acemoglu & Shimer (1999) show that posting a bargaining parameter can be enough to achieve efficiency. Menzio (2007) develops a model of cheap talk where firms post non-binding signals about their wages.
In our empirical work, we find that only a minority of firms post wages. Yet, this is consistent with directed search if firms can convey information about their jobs using other signals. In particular, we show that the job title is an important mechanism for firms to communicate information about their jobs. Indeed, job titles explain most of the wage variance among jobs with a posted wage. Furthermore, across all jobs, including those that do not post wages, job titles explain more than 80% of the variation in the education and experience of applicants, which shows that job titles are used by workers to direct their search.
Overall, our evidence is consistent with many predictions of directed search models. Even though most jobs do not post wages, we have shown that employers are able to communicate important job characteristics through job titles, which is consistent with the directed search framework. Indeed, the key feature of directed search is competition between employers based on the advertisement of job characteristics. Such competition is the reason why directed search models typically lead to an efficient level of unemployment. In the next subsection, we discuss in more detail the informational content of job titles, a key instrument used by employers to advertise their job characteristics.
Informational Content of Job Titles. We have found that job titles can explain most of the variance in posted wages and in the quality of applicants that a vacancy receives, while SOC codes explain a much lower share of the variance. We interpret our empirical results as a implying that the SOC occupational classification masks important heterogeneity across jobs in required skills and/or job duties. This heterogeneity makes jobs differentially attractive to different types of workers. However, one may wonder whether our results are consistent with alternative interpretations. For example, could it be the case that firms use job titles simply to signal or justify higher wages without there being any differences in required skills or job duties? We provide two arguments against job titles being mere signals for wages.
First, words in the job title that are predictive of higher wages are typically also indicative of differences in job duties and/or skills. Clearly, a "java programmer" needs different skills than a "C++ programmer", and does not just get paid more for the same work. Among the most common job titles (Table 2 , panel B), we find higher paid "outside sales" jobs and lower paid "inside sales" jobs (Table 7 ). These two jobs have different job duties: outside sales jobs involve travelling to meet customers face-to-face, while inside sales jobs involve talking to customers by phone from a fixed location. 21 "Management" or "senior" job titles pay more but also typically involve managing people on top of other job duties. For example, to take some of the most common "senior" job titles (Table 2) , "senior accountants" supervise "junior accountants" or "staff accountants." Likewise, "senior financial analysts" supervise "junior financial analysts." 22 Furthermore, senior jobs also typically have higher relevant experience requirements, implying that the worker needs higher skill to be hired for the job. 23 Hence, the job title is not simply a signal for higher pay. The words in the job title can contain real information about job duties and/or required skills.
Second, we can rely on our results regarding applicant behavior to show that job titles with different wages attract applicants with different skills. As we have shown, different job titles attract applicants with systematically different levels of education and experience (Table 9 and  Table 10 ). Moreover, we have shown that, within SOC code, higher-paid jobs attract fewer applicants (Table 8 , col. II), and it is only within job title that higher-paid jobs attract more applicants. This provides additional support for the idea that jobs with different job titles have 21 For a comparison of these two jobs, see e.g.
Wikipedia.org (http://en.wikipedia.org/ wiki/Sales) or Monster.com (http://career-advice.monster.com/job-search/career-assessment/ inside-sales-or-outside-sales/article.aspx).
22 Investopedia.com, a website devoted to information about investing, makes clear the distinctions between the job duties of financial analysts and accountants at various levels of seniority. See http://www. investopedia.com/financial-edge/0213/a-day-in-the-life-of-a-financial-analyst.aspx and http://www.investopedia.com/terms/j/junior-accountant.asp 23 A familiar example from academia is the distinction between assistant and associate professor: to be hired as an associate professor, a candidate must have a much stronger publication record. different job duties or require different skills. After all, if all jobs within an SOC code had the same job duties and skill requirements irrespective of their job title, then we would expect a positive relationship between wages and the number of applicants. Yet, this is not what we observe in the data: the relationship between wages and the number of applicants is negative, even controlling for SOC codes. Hence, we can conclude that there are substantial differences in job duties or skill requirements across different jobs within an SOC code, and workers selfselect as a function of job characteristics. For example, higher-skill workers apply relatively more often to higher-skilled, higher-paying jobs, and vice versa for lower skilled workers. By contrast, the relation between posted wages and the number of applicants is positive within a job title, indicating that job heterogeneity in duties and skill requirements within a job title is much smaller than across job titles within a given SOC. Hence, applicant behavior is consistent with higher-paying job titles requiring higher skills (or different job duties) rather than just paying more for the same job duties.
Overall, the evidence from our analysis of both job posting and applicant behavior supports the interpretation that the SOC classification misses important differences in required skills and/or job duties among jobs with different job titles. Jobs are substantially more heterogeneous than what is captured by the most detailed occupational classification.
Wage Dispersion. Because jobs within an SOC are heterogeneous, wage dispersion within an SOC is not pure frictional wage dispersion. Indeed, due to differences in skill requirements, a given worker would not be hired in each job within an SOC code with equal probability. Similarly, differences in job duties across jobs imply that jobs within an SOC are not equally desirable for a given worker. Hence, from the point of view of each worker, the distribution of wages that he might earn is more compressed and the degree of frictional wage dispersion is smaller than if all jobs within an SOC were identical. Therefore, the presence of job heterogeneity within an SOC supports our observation in section 3.2.2 that measuring wage dispersion within an SOC overestimates pure wage dispersion.
These results are important because wage dispersion can be interpreted as a measure of search frictions in a labor market. If the degree of wage dispersion is small, a worker who receives a wage offer has little incentive to turn this offer down to continue to search for a better one. In that sense, our results can help explain an important stylized fact of many labor markets: the majority of job offers are accepted by unemployed workers (Krueger & Mueller, 2014; Wolthoff, 2015) .
Conclusion
In this paper, we have used new data from CareerBuilder.com to show that the words contained in job titles play a key role in the search and matching process. Indeed, all employers post a job title while only 20% of jobs have a posted wage. Even among jobs with a posted wage, job titles explain 90% of the variance in posted wages. Furthermore, job titles explain more than 80% of the variance in the education and experience levels of applicants that a vacancy attracts. Job titles are much more specific than the most detailed SOC occupational classification used in the Current Population Survey. Without such a specific measure of occupations, one can obtain spurious results. For example, we find that, within an SOC code, higher paying jobs attract fewer applicants; the relationship between posted wages and the number of applicants only becomes positive within job titles.
A key reason why job titles explain wages and applicant behavior better than SOC codes is that words in job titles capture important distinctions between jobs along the seniority/management and the skills/specialization dimensions. Overall, our results show that words in job titles play a much more important role than posted wages in the first stages of the search and matching process: employers use job titles to advertise their jobs, and workers use job titles to direct their search.
Our results show that job titles are a powerful tool to describe job characteristics, and perform much better than SOC codes across a variety of dimensions. Our findings thus open fruitful avenues for future research to better understand a variety of labor market issues, and in particular wage differentials and human capital investment. Note: Job titles are truncated to the first four words. Only job titles that appear in at least 10 job postings are represented. Word cloud created using www.tagul.com. Tagul uses word frequency to determine the size of the words. Source: CareerBuilder.com -21,907 -11,056 -93,107 -97,856 -48,551 Note: Linear probability model. In columns I-IV, the dependent variable is log yearly posted wage. In column V, the dependent variable is the firm effect estimated in column I. Stars next to "Yes" show the level of significance of the F-test for the joint significance of that group of controls: ***p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. Job characteristics include vacancy duration, a dummy for salary expressed per hour, required education and experience, designated market area, and calendar month. Source: CareerBuilder.com In columns I-IV, the dependent variable is log yearly posted wage. In column V, the dependent variable is the firm effect estimated in column II. Stars next to "Yes" show the level of significance of the F-test for the joint significance of that group of controls: ***p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. Job characteristics include vacancy duration, a dummy for salary expressed per hour, required education and experience, designated market area, and calendar month. Source: CareerBuilder.com In columns I-III, the dependent variable is log weekly earnings. In columns IV-VII, the dependent variable is log yearly posted wage. Columns II and IV control for major occupation groups fixed effects. Columns II and V control for minor occupation groups fixed effects. Columns III and VI control for detailed occupation groups fixed effects. Column VII controls for job title fixed effects. The specifications in columns IV-VII only use jobs for which an SOC code was present. Source: Current Population Survey and CareerBuilder.com Table 7 . Frequent words denoting experience and seniority are those in the first column of Table 7 . Source: CareerBuilder.com The words included are significant at the 5% level in explaining the residuals after a regression of the posted wage on SOC codes fixed effects (Table 6 , col. II). Words are included when they appear at least 100 times. Words are ordered by frequency and underlined when they appear at least 500 times. Source: CareerBuilder.com The dependent variable is the number of applications divided by the number of job views divided by 100. "f.e." stands for "fixed effects". SOC fixed effects are for detailed codes. Job characteristics include vacancy duration, a dummy for salary expressed per hour, required education and experience, designated market area, and calendar month. Robust standard errors in parentheses. *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. Source: CareerBuilder.com The dependent variable is the average number of years of experience among the applicants to each job. The regressions are weighted by the number of applicants to each vacancy using Stata's analytic weights. Robust standard errors in parentheses. *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. Source: CareerBuilder.com The dependent variable is the average number of years of education among the applicants to each job. The regressions are weighted by the number of applicants to each vacancy using Stata's analytic weights. Robust standard errors in parentheses. *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. Source: CareerBuilder.com Words that appear at least 10 times and that are significant at the 5% level in explaining the residuals after a regression of the average education or average experience of applicants on SOC codes fixed effects. Words are ordered by frequency and underlined when they appear at least 100 times. Source: CareerBuilder.com Online Appendix Appendix A Robustness In columns I-IV, the dependent variable is log yearly posted wage. In column V, the dependent variable is the firm effect estimated in column I. Stars next to "Yes" show the level of significance of the F-test for the joint significance of that group of controls: ***p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. Job characteristics include vacancy duration, a dummy for salary expressed per hour, required education and experience, designated market area, and calendar month. Source: CareerBuilder.com In column V, all words in the job title are used to define the job title. In columns I-IV, the first n words are used to define the job title. Source: CareerBuilder.com The dependent variable is the number of clicks divided by the number of job views divided by 100. "f.e." stands for "fixed effects". SOC fixed effects are for detailed SOC codes. Job characteristics include vacancy duration, a dummy for salary expressed per hour, required education and experience, designated market area, and calendar month. Robust standard errors in parentheses. *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. Source: CareerBuilder.com 
